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Abstract: Investigations of iron content in fossil oak from a medieval settlement in Płońsk. A slice of fossil oak
obtained from an excavation site in Płońsk was dried, its surface was prepared accordingly, and then it was
subjected to XRF analysis. The test determined the iron content along a specified test line on the cross section of
a former structural element. For the sake of comparison, analogous tests were carried out for contemporary oak
wood. The results show a nonuniform distribution of iron on the surface of the fossil oak sample obtained from
the excavations. The part of sapwood and pith had lower iron content, similarly as the heartwood in the
geometric centre of the former structural element; while high iron content was observed in the heartwood along
its limit.
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INTRODUCTION
Oak, as one of the naturally most durable kinds of domestic wood, is characterised by
high resistance to biotic factors and can remain for many years lying in layers of wet soil,
thanks to which it is a common element of archaeological findings (e.g. Krutul and
Kozakiewicz 1999 and 2003, Kozakiewicz 2008, Krutul et al. 2010, Jankowska and
Kozakiewicz 2011).
After prolonged contact with iron compounds in moist environment, oak wood
gradually changes its natural colour to greyish-black. In that form, it is known as fossil oak or
black oak. The black colour is related with the increased content of iron compounds (e.g.
Krzysik 1978, Krutul and Kozakiewicz 1999 and 2003, Krutul et al. 2010).
This raw material has always been eagerly used to manufacture, among other things,
decorative floors and furniture, as well as other wooden objects. Nowadays, fossil oak is often
used in renovation and reconstruction of antique objects, in order to preserve the authenticity
of materials.
XRF spectroscopy is being successfully used to test wood. This method has served to
determine, among other things, the content of: copper (Zawadzki et al. 2010), chlorine
(Zielenkiewicz et al. 2009) or lead (de Vives et al. 2007), as well as the efficiency of iron(III)
salt penetration into oak wood (Mańkowski et al. 2010).
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The oak wood used in the investigations was obtained from an archaeological site in a
medieval settlement outside the city walls of Płońsk, near river Płonka and close to the
Kabana hill. The excavations were performed due to the construction of the Płońsk bypass.
The age of the wood was estimated on the basis of pottery fragments found close by (the
ornaments visible on pottery fragments was characteristic for the 11th century).
A typical structural element used in construction, 2.2m long and made of a half treetrunk, was chosen for the investigations. The wood was obtained wet (Kozakiewicz,
Mańkowski 2012). The dominant heartwood was saturated with iron compounds and had an
intense dark colour (blackish-grey), while the lighter, narrow zone of sapwood was decayed
by microorganisms to a large degree (Fig.1).
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A slice of wood, about 2 cm thick, was cut from the above-mentioned structural
element at the distance of ca. 1 m from its front; and afterwards it underwent a slow drying
process. After drying, the surface was flattened and tested with an X-ray fluorescence
spectrometer – Spectro Midex M. The tests were made on a test line that ran along a radius of
the cross section, from the pith to the circumference of the original tree-trunk (Fig.1). We
determined the iron content; each testing point with the diameter of 0.6 mm was tested during
30 sec. Additionally, the moisture, growth ring width and wood density were also tested in
accordance with Polish standards (PN-D-04110:1955, PN-D-04100:1977 and PN-D04101:1977). A contemporary oak samples with similar dimensions, width and growth ring
layout was used as a reference material. The same measurement methods were applied.

Fig.1. Slice of fossil oak with the testing line marked (in white) for XRF spectrophotometer tests

RESULTS AND DISCUSION
In the tested slice of fossil oak, heartwood had 92 annual rings, while sapwood had 14
rings. The element had diameter of ca. 220 mm. There were 106 growth rings on a radius
section of 105 mm (it is wood of slow growth with average growth ring width of ca. 1 mm).
The density of archaeological wood’s heartwood in air-dry state amounted to 860 kg/m3 on
average, while in case of the highly degraded (probably by anaerobic bacteria) sapwood, it
was only 340 kg/m3.
The fossil oak wood under investigation was characterised by a nonuniform
distribution of iron. The highest concentration was observed next to the edge of the structural
element (an evident increase of content from the side of the pith and in the heartwood closer
to the tree-trunk edge – on the limit with sapwood).
The iron content measured with the XRF spectrophotometer decreased gradually
towards the geometrical centre of the cross section of the fossil oak slice obtained from the
excavations. That decrease in the zone of heartwood is represented by a 2nd order polynomial
curve (Fig.2.) with a high coefficient of determination (r2=0.81). The original pith of the
excavated oak and its sapwood part contained much less iron (the results of iron
measurements were comparable with the area of heartwood in the centre of the element’s
section). The distribution of iron on the cross section of the contemporary samples was
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uniform (along the measurement line along the radius), and the content of iron was much
lower in comparison with fossil oak. Moreover, we observed a slight increase of iron content
in the bark of contemporary oak wood.
The above-mentioned test results confirm previous observations of iron distribution in
fossil oak, among others on the cross section of a 160 year old bridge pole that served as a
support for a stone bridge on river Limmat in Zürich, Switzerland (Krutul et al. 1998). The
processes of iron penetration and its bonding by the tannins present in oak wood that lied in
moist environment, are most intense in the element layers that are close to the surface (the
layers closer to the middle are naturally isolated). As a result, a nonuniform iron content
distribution can be observed. The sapwood and the pith parenchyma of oak, due to the
naturally lower tannin content, do not have the property of intense bonding with iron
compounds that heartwood has.

Fig.2. Results of iron content measurements in contemporary and excavated oak wood

CONCLUSION
On the basis of the performed tests, the following conclusions have been drawn:
1. The slow growth wood of fossil oak obtained from excavations was characterised by a
nonuniform state of preservation determined on the basis of air-dry density. While the
heartwood was very well preserved, the sapwood's density was 2.5 times lower.
2. In comparison with contemporary oak wood, the content of iron was visibly higher on the
entire cross section of the medieval structural element from Płońsk that was preserved in
moist environment as fossil oak.
3. The distribution of iron in the excavated wood was not uniform. The highest iron
concentration was observed in the area of heartwood next to the external edge of the
former structural element. A significantly lower iron content on the cross section was
observed in the areas of pith, sapwood and in the heartwood area closer to the centre of
the element.
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Streszczenie: Badania zawartości żelaza w drewnie czarnej dębiny ze średniowiecznego
podgrodzia w Płońsku. Próbkę pozyskaną z całego przekroju poprzecznego odnalezionego
elementu konstrukcyjnego (ociosana polówka pnia dębowego o średnicy ok. 200 mm)
podczas prac wykopaliskowych w Płońsku, po wysuszeniu i przygotowaniu powierzchni
poddano analizie XRF. Określano zawartość żelaza na linii pomiarowej biegnącej
promieniowo na przekroju poprzecznym od rdzenia do pobocznicy pierwotnego pnia
(dawnego elementu konstrukcyjnego). Dla porównania przeprowadzono analogiczne badania
dla drewna dębu współczesnego. Stwierdzono nierównomierny rozkład żelaza na powierzchni
próbki czarnej dębiny. Największe stężenie żelaza występowało w twardzieli dębowej przy
obrysie dawnego elementu konstrukcyjnego charakteryzującego się najsilniejszą zamianą
barwy (bliską czarnej), natomiast w jego części centralnej oraz w okolicy rdzenia i bielu
stężenie żelaza było zdecydowanie niższe. Rozkład żelaza na przekroju poprzecznym
współczesnego drewna dębowego był równomierny, a jego ilość zdecydowanie mniejsza niż
w czarnej dębinie z średniowiecznego podgrodzia w Płońsku.
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